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Website redesign

Objectives

- Lightweight design
- New DBLP logo (to do)
- Default order: by type
- Deeper integration of CompleteSearch
User portals

- Error report portal by Florian Reitz (Univ. Trier)

- To do: journal/conference data submission portal
Workflow Management: JIRA

Objectives

- Issue tracking, persistent team communication
- Portal for the Advisory Board
Bibliometrics

- Michael Wagner started on January 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 2012

- Initiated: Small polls at Dagstuhl Seminars „favourite journal/conference in your field?“

- Planned: Colloquium „Bibliometrics in CS“ at Saarland University and/or University of Trier

- Planned (2013): Dagstuhl Seminar
Other topics (work in progress)

- DBLP-Server @ Dagstuhl
- Cooperation: Zentralblatt MATH & DBLP

- February 29th, 2012